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Literature Notes
Integrative Learning
• The American Association of Colleges and Universities’ (AAC&U) mission

focuses “…on the quality of student learning and the changing purpose
and nature of undergraduate curricula.”
• They have published a series of papers on “integrative learning”.
• They define integrative learning as:
“Integrative and applied learning is an understanding and a disposition that
a student builds across the curriculum and co-curriculum, from making
simple connections among ideas and experiences to synthesizing and
transferring learning to new, complex situations within and beyond the
campus.”
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Literature Notes
AAC&U VALUE Rubrics

Connect,
Transfer,
Reflect
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Sample Integrative Assignment –
Everyday PA

Connect,
Transfer,
Reflect

• Students are asked to take a picture of something in their daily they
believe is related to public administration.
• Then, research the activity to provide context on the activity – specific
government responsible, management, citizen engagement, budget,
impact on their lives, now and in the future

• Related learning objectives:
• Describe the structure and function of government in society
• Distinguish between public and private enterprise
• Locate examples of public administration in your daily life
• Completed at the beginning of the semester
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My PA Profession

Connect,
Transfer,
Reflect

• One of the topics covered is strategic planning
• Students are asked to apply those concepts, as
well as developing a personal ethical code, to a
future career position
• They select a currently open public administration
position
• They reflect on their academic coursework, their
extra-curricular activities and their general life
experience in conducting a SWOT and
developing a management plan
• Completed at the end of the semester
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Student Feedback
(sample size: 101 students)
Question
Did this assignment (Everyday
PA) make what you were
learning in class more relevant
to your everyday life?
Did this assignment (Everyday
PA) help you become aware of
the role of public administrators
in society?
Did this assignment (My PA
Profession) help you reflect on
your life experiences to date in
identifying your skills and
abilities?
Did this assignment (My PA
Profession) help you reflect on
the value of ethics in your
profession?
l

Strongly
Agree

Agree

N

D

SD

No
answer

58%

29%

7%

1%

1%

4%

53%

32%

10%

0%

1%

4%

50%

37%

9%

0%

0%

4%

46%

37%

10%

2%

1%

4%

Linking History with Public Administration
Pilot Project

Connect,
Transfer,
Reflect

• During fall 2018 semester two classes linked virtually to
collaborate in investigating and discussing the public policy
of immigration, with a common link based on the
Constitution.
• American History to 1877; Introduction to PA
• Engaged through joint Canvas site using products
produced from each class, a class introductions page,
and discussion prompts. Faculty also exchanged a
lecture.
Does linking students in an American History course with
students in a Public Administration course…
• deepen understanding of public policy issues
• improve civic literacy, and
• better prepare students for civic participation in the
future?
Conducted with Associate Professor Rosalind Beiler, Ph.D., UCF History Department
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Student Feedback
Very small sample - 39

Q2: I can clearly explain the historical
roots of a current policy issue like
immigration.
5

Q8. I am confident analyzing policy
issues.
5
4
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PA Pre-

PA Post-

History pre-

History Post-

PA Pre-

PA Post-

…deepen understanding of public policy issues,
improve civic literacy, and
better prepare students for civic participation in the future?
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Qualitative Comments
• Before this class, I was very uneducated on the
policies that the United States has towards
immigration (past and present). Now, I am more
aware of policies being talked about in regards
to the US-Mexican border and citizenship.
Specifically in my case, I was made more aware
as to what kind of securities are implemented
within the United States to protect illegal
immigrants from forces such as ICE.
• I got to learn about a variety of today's immigration
policies such as DACA, the travel ban, and border
control. It was interesting and fun to learn about
these in the presentations shared with us because
they provided me with extensive details in an easy
to digest manner.
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Metacognition

Connect,
Transfer,
Reflect

• Four exercises reflecting on students’ study habits:
• Survey on current study habits*
• Study strategies, enriching the material,
improving papers, open-ended discussion
for this course
• Canvas discussion about how to prepare for
exams – use examples of success and failure
• Individual response to articles and questions on
self-efficacy, social media, fatigue and a
balanced life
• Pair-share discussion on approach to writing a
research proposal
*LSSA Developed by Anton Tolman, Ph.D., Utah Valley University; used by permission
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Student Feedback
Question
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SA

A

N

D

SD

Thinking back on the survey about study
habits, completing this assignment was very
useful for me in reflecting on my study habits.

46%

43%

2%

9%

0%

Thinking back on Study Habits #1, completing
this assignment effected how I studied in this
class.

35%

39%

15%

7%

4%

Thinking back on Study Habits #1, completing
this assignment will affect how I study in
future classes.

28%

46%

15%

9%

2%

52%
Ind.

4%

43%
F-t-F

In completing these assignments, we used
several methods, a) individual writing, b)
discussion boards, and c) face-to-face
discussions. Select which method you believe
was most effective to you in reflecting on
metacognition.

Personalized Learning

Connect,
Transfer,
Reflect

• Personalized learning allows students to
• Work at their own pace on course material
• Understand their mastery level for each
component
• Focus their time on those components that
need the most attention
• Used in online classes utilizing the Realizeit
adaptive learning system
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Snapshot of Set-up
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Instructor View During Course Use
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Student Feedback (45 students)

Question
Overall, Realizeit helped me
learn the course material better
than not having Realizeit.

Strongly
Agree

Agree

N

D

SD

31%

40%

18%

4%

7%

45%

27%

16%

7%

5%

Realizeit increased my engagement
with the course content.

Other Activities
• Improvement in preparing students for group
work
• Student coaches

• Practitioner speakers
• Student observer in class
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Future Applications
• The School of Public Administration is moving to UCF’s
new downtown campus in Fall 2019
• The expectation is increased interaction with
professionals in the community
• Also available, field trips to more facilities
• Continue to include formal reflection in all classes
• More linking with other disciplines that move
downtown, as well as Valencia College is a possibility
• Continue to link with appropriate classes on policyrelated issues
• Continue to move to all project-based assignments
• Utilize more community and open-source material
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